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MRE2C: A method for constructing multi
relational ensemble classifier based on two-step
combining classifiers
Raziyeh Zall, Mohammad Reza Keyvanpour

Abstract— In this work, we introduce MRE2C method for
classifying multi relational data. Multi-relational data are stored
on relational databases where they consist of multiple relations
that are linked together by entity-relationship links. MRE2C
creates multiple different feature subsets of relational database
and then applies traditional classifiers as base classifiers. Final by
using a proposed two-step combining classifier method, the results
of base classifiers are combined. In first step, the proposed method
uses local voting to create meta-features and then it learns meta
learner to combine predication of base classifiers. Testing has been
performed on two databases and six benchmark tasks. We
compare our proposed method with other state-of-the-art multi
relational classification methods which use different approaches to
deal with multi relational setting. We showed that the proposed
method achieves promising results in experiments.
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OST real world data are stored in relational databases [1].
A relational database consists of multiple interconnected
tables that are linked through Entity-relationship links in the
relational database. One of tables is a target relation in which
one of attributes is a class attribute or target attribute. A specific
attribute in each table is used as primary key. Also, each table
includes some foreign key attributes which foreign key
attributes are primary keys in other tables in relational database.
These foreign key attributes join tables together [2]. For dealing
with such data, Multi relational classification methods are
proposed to find patterns across multiple interconnected
relations in relational databases [3]. For example, Fig 1 shows
an example library database. A library database which contains
six relations. In this relation database, book relation is target
table and Barcode is primary key and PublisherID is foreign key
and status is an attribute for class value, for concept to be
learned, i.e. whether a book is a good or bad for this library (if
we want to order books for this library which of books are better
choice). In this paper, we use the example database in Fig1 as a
reference to define some of the concepts.
Some researchers are shown that learning ensemble of different
classifiers from different feature subsets can be improved
accuracy rather than any of the individual classifiers [4] [5].
Especially a key for ensemble learning is to construct both
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I. INTRODUCTION

accurate and diverse base learners [6]. In multi relational
classification, by using different features in relations of a
relational database, we can create a set of diverse base classifier.
In fact, different subsets of features in relations of a relational
database can create diverse base classifiers that combining of
classifiers can be better for generating a classifier that is
superior to any of the individual classifiers [5]. Some methods
in this literature are proposed such as [1] [7] [3] [8] . The
proposed method in this paper follows this line of thought.
In this paper, we propose an extension of the ensemble learning
to the multi relational setting. We present a method for
constructing multi relational ensemble classifier based on twostep combining classifiers called as MRE2C. Our proposed
method can be applied on relational databases directly without
need to convert relational databases to other representation such
as logic and without need to convert multiple relations to single
relation. In our method, we create different features that they
describe tuples in target table by different feature sets. In this
regard, we use tuple id propagation idea which is proposed in
[9] for propagating label from target table to background tables
based on foreign key paths and we call new background tables
as propagated tables.
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Fig1- a small instance of a library database

Some papers in this field are used aggregation functions after
tuple id propagation to summarize information embedded in
multiple tuples and squeeze them into one row [3] [7]. But,
since using aggregation functions make information lost [1], we
do not use aggregation function in creating different feature
subsets after tuple id propagation. After tuple id propagation,
we apply one of traditional classifier on data of target tables and
data of propagated tables. In our method, all traditional
classifier can be used as base classifier and we can use
advantage of any traditional classifier. Some methods are
(Email: Zall.raziyeh@gmail.com, keyvanpour@alzahra.ac.ir).
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proposed for combining the results of a classifier ensemble such
as majority voting [10] and weighted voting [4] and meta
learning [11] [12]. In this paper, we propose a two steps
combining classifier method for multi relational classification
that exploit advantage of both voting and meta-learning in multi
relational classification. In first step, we use voting idea to
create input for meta-leaner and in second step, we use metalearning idea to combine base classifier and create final model
of ensemble classifier. Meta learning is learning from base
classifiers of ensemble classifier for combining results of base
classifiers. The output of the base classifiers are inputs for metalearner [11]. Meta learning are used to learn which base
classifiers are reliable. In multi relational data classification, the
results of base classifiers, that are learned by created different
features, may de different and cannot be guarantee the
comparable performances of the base classifiers, so the meta
learning method is more suitable in this case [3]. In [3], multi
relational classification based on multi view is proposed which
it uses meta-leaner for combining trained classifiers of multiple
views, But this method uses aggregation function. We compare
our proposed method with this method to specify which using
aggregation functions in creating multiple feature sets make
information lost [1] so accuracy of classifiers reduced. In fact,
we proposed a two-step combining classifier method to handle
multiplicity of relationships.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly review the related works. In Section 3, we introduce the
proposed MRE2C method in detail. In Section 4, experimental
results on several data sets are presented. Finally, concluding
remarks and some discussions of future work will be given in
Section 5.

Most real-world data are in the form of relational data which
are stored in multiple relations, multi relational classification
approaches are proposed to deal with such data. In this regard,
two directions exist, one is to convert multiple relations into one
relation by flattening and feature construction, called
Propositionalization [13]. Most of the Propositionalization
methods are heuristic, and the representation change is
incomplete [2]. The flatting process of Propositionalization
methods uses multiple SQL joins so can be computationally
very expensive and the result tables take up more space [8].
Some method are proposed based on Propositionalization such
as [14] , [15], [9], [16] [17]. The other direction is to upgrade
traditional data mining algorithms which they do not need to
flat and directly apply to relational databases [2]. A number of
methods, which are considered as first-order upgrades of
existing propositional learners, have been proposed in the
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) community [18]. C2D [19]
combines rule extraction methods in ILP and Apriori-based
specialization operator and uses support and confidence values
for pruning the search space find frequent and strong concept
definitions. CRIS [20] employes new search space pruning
methods and metrics and eliminates the need for mode
declarations.The system named Mr-SBC [21] is proposed to
upgrade Naïve Bayes classification method to multi-relation
setting. Mr-SBC algorithm integrates first-order classification
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rules with Naïve Bayesian classification so that the computation
of probabilities of shared literals can be separated from the
computation of probabilities for the remaining literals. Multi
relational model tree induction tightly-coupled [22]proposes a
model tree learner system, which deals with data stored in
several tables of a tightly-coupled relational database.
Relational model trees with both splitting nodes and regression
nodes are built. BBN [23] generates dependency structure from
Semantic relationship graph then it is processed. In this method
uses tuple id propagation and findes conditional probability of
each. BBN find out class label of unknown sample by using
Forward or backward inference for every variable.
Upgrading approaches based on ILP techniques often have poor
scalability when dealing with complex database schemas and
also have unsatisfactory predictive performance while handling
noisy or numerical values in real-world applications [3]. The
above problem can be solved using relational classification
algorithms that do consider detailed relationships between
attributes [8]. In order to relational upgrading approaches are
proposed based on relational database theory and use relational
data model and primitives of relational database. Relational
probabilistic Trees (RPTs) [24] is an approach based on
decision tree that using idea of C4.5 and extending conventional
probability estimation tree algorithms to work with relational
data. SRG-BC [25] upgrades naïve bayesian and integrates
relation and feature selection. The relation virtually joins
together by tuple id propagation and provides necessary
information for pruning. EDIT [26] extendes the relational
algebra representation language for upgrading KNN to
realtional data classification. It defines a new type of foreign
keys associations, in addition to attributes of type set, gives rise
to a new attribute of type list and extendes the well-known
alignment-based edit distance measure on lists. In [26],the
Bayesian network structure from functional dependencies
implied are generatede, in which it constructes the
corresponding Markov network.
Some approaches are proposed for upgrading ensemble
learning to multi relational data classification. The MRC
method is proposed based on multi view learning which used
multi relational classification. It firstly explores the relational
domain to partition its features space into multiple subsets.
Subsequently, these subsets are used to construct multiple
uncorrelated views, based on a heuristic view validation
method, on the target concept [27]. In the information
aggregation stage base aggregation functions of SQL is used
[28].
The method CoTReC [7] combines transductive inference
and co-training to mine the relational database. This method is
based on multi view learning and exploits multi-views extracted
from a relational database in a co-training schema.
In [8], two-phase hierarchical meta-classification algorithm
(NBSplit-train and NBSplit-test) is presented for relational
databases with a semantic divide and conquer approach. This
algorithm; in NBSplit-train, does not use aggregation function.
And in NBSplit-test, the proposed algorithm uses a recursive,
prediction aggregation technique with a modified Naive Bayes
algorithm over heterogeneous classifiers applied on individual
database tables (views) that combine labels of each classifier
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for the final class label. In [29] also used Naive Bayesian
Combination to combine classifiers of each of the data sets
which constructed in the Information Propagation Stage to
obtain output label. In addition to, it used Decision Template.
In order to, decision profile is created to combine classifiers
output and decision template and decision profile Based on
similarity measure is compared to get final output. Simple
decision forests for multi relational classification is proposed in
[1]. The basic idea of it is to independently learn different
decision trees for different related tables, and then combine
their contributions in a new log-linear model to predict class
probabilities. In this work, we also proposed a method for
upgrading ensemble learning to deal with multi relational data.
Our proposed method uses tuple id propagation for create
background tables with target attribute and then applies
traditional classifier on data in each table and uses two steps
combining classifier method to predict label for test data.

The target table and propagated tables are used as input of base
classifiers in training phase.
B. Training phase
In this phase of MRE2C includes of two stages:
 train base classifiers in target table and propagated
table: we select one of traditional classifiers as base classifier
and train base classifier on each propagated tables and target
table and we learn BCT model in target table and BCi model
i=1,..,n in propagated tables. This phase is very similar to any
traditional classification procedure.
 Use each trained base classifier to assign label training
samples of that base classifier: we apply trained base classifier
BCi on training samples of PTi (i=,..,n) and BCT on training
samples in TT. These labels of training samples are input of
meta phase and will be used to create meta features for
combining base classifiers.

D
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III. PROPOSED METHOD: MRE2C
The structure of the proposed method, multi relational ensemble
classifier based on two-steps combining classifiers (MRE2C) is
shown in Fig 1.
It can be seen from Fig 1, MRE2C mainly consists of four
stages: propagating phase, training phase, meta phase and
testing phase. The input of MRE2C is relational database (D)
which have target table (TT) with target attribute (TA) and
background tables(BTi, i=1,…,n where n is the number of
background tables that are linked to TT based on foreign key
paths). In the following, we describe each stage.
A. Propagating phase
In propagating phase, we use tuple id propagation idea [9] to
create different feature sets in background relations which these
created tables are called propagated tables, PTi, i=1,..,n.
Propagating phase of MRE2C includes following stages:
 Obtain join path based on relational database schema for
each background table (BT): relational database scheme is
designed by a domain expert to related attributes into relations
with very close semantic meaning [7]. We obtain join paths
which is foreign key paths from target table to background table
based on relational database schema for each background
tables.
 Propagating tuple id and target attribute (TA) of target
table (TT): we create feature sets in relations based on foreign
key paths (join paths). In this regard, we propagate tuple id
(primary key) and target attribute (TA) of target table (TT) to
background tables based on join paths. For each background
table, we use "select" query to join tables based on join path
which is obtain in previous stage of propagating phase. Lastly,
we create a propagated table for each background table based
on foreign key paths from target table to that background table.
The join paths in library database is shown in fig 3. For
example, for background table author, we use book, writing and
author path and join these three table and select attributes of
author table and tuple id of target table and target attribute in
result joint table.
The result propagated tables of propagating process in library
database is shown in fig 4.

A

C. Meta phase
In meta-learning, we learn from base classifiers (ensemble
components); the output of base classifiers create meta-features
as input of meta-learner [11]. In Meta phase of MRE2C, a metaclassifier is trained to combine the predications of base
classifiers of ensemble into a single predication. In training
phase, base classifiers are trained and in this phase metaclassifier is trained. There are one to many or many to many
relationships in relational databases so one target tuple may be
associated with multiple tuples in a background relation. But
in our proposed method, we do not use aggregation function so
related tuples to target tuple do not squeeze into one row.
Therefore, we proposed two step combining classifier method.
In first step, we use voting method in propagated tables to create
meta-features as input to a meta-learner and second step, we
learn the meta-learner. In this phase of MRE2C, we follow
below steps according to fig2:
Local voting in each propagated table for each target tuple: In
first step of combining, voting is done in each propagated table
so called local voting. Each target sample in each propagated
table assigns to each class based on a weight that this weight is
calculated based on assigned labels of tuples of propagated
tables which are associated that target sample. The weight of
each class of each target tuple is equal to number of related
tuples that assign to that class based on trained base classifier
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Fig2. Join paths in example library database
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D. Testing phase
The learned model in training and meta phase and join paths
of propagating phase are used as input of this phase and the
following steps are follow,
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Fig 3. The framework of the proposed MRE2C method

 Create meta feature matrix(MF): We create metafeatures to learn meta classifier for combining base classifiers.
The n+1 sets of meta-features are extracted from the training
data where n is the number of background tables, then a metafeature matrix (MF) is created. MF is m by (n+1)×c+1
indication matrix where m is number of target tuples in target
table and n is number of background table and c is number of
class. The (i,j) entry of MF corresponds to the weight of
belonging to the ith class(i=1,..,c) for jth(j=1,..,m) target tuples.
In the fig 3, the structure of meta-feature matrix is shown.
 Train meta learner: we select one of traditional
classifiers as meta classifer and we train meta-classifier (MC)
on meta feature matrix and use this learned model(MC) in
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Fig 4- the structure of meta feature matrix

Fig 5- result propagated tables of propagating process in library database

 Propagating tuple id of test tuple in target table to
background tables based on join paths: we propagated tuples to
join tables are linked together in relational database schema.
 Apply trained base classifiers on test tuples in each
propagated table and assign labels to test tuples in each tables:
In this step, we apply BCT on test data of target table and BCi ,
i=1,..,n , on test data of propagated table i.
 Local voting in propagated table for each test target
tuple: we use assigned labels of test tuples in previous step to
do local voting and assign weights related to each class for
target samples in each propagated table. This weight is
calculated based on assigned labels of tuples of propagated
tables which are associated that target sample.
 Create meta features for each test tuple: meta features of
each test tuple are similar to meta feature in meta phase but have
not value for target attribute.
 Apply learned meta learner to meta features of test tuple:
in this step we apply meta leaner (MC) which is learned in meta
phase on meta features of test tuple and obtain class label for
each test target tuple.
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In financial database, FOIL which is based on ILP, has lower
accuracy comparing with other methods. In this database,
CrossMine is better than FOIL, since CrossMine use tuple id
propagation idea to virtually join tables. In financial database,
RelAggs has better accuracy when uses decision tree but in
mutagenesis database, accuracy of RelAggs, whether uses
decision tree or naïve Bayesian as traditional classifier, is not
different.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, several experiments are performed for
illustration. There are mainly some commonly used data,
financial database and mutagenesis database. The first database
is used is used in the PKDD 1999 discovery challenge. The loan
table is target table and have 682 records. The status of loan
table is target attribute which indicates the status of the loan
which have four mode i.e. A (finished and good), B (finished
but bad), C (good but not finished), or D (bad and not finished).
The background tables are relations Account, Client, Order,
Transaction, Credit Card, Disposition and Demographic that are
linked to the target table through directed or undirected foreign
key chains. In this experiment, we classify samples of financial
database based on which of loan is good or bad, regardless of
whether the loan is finished or not. The data distribution of
samples is quite skewed so randomly selected 324 positive
instances, and all the negative loans to make the numbers of
positive tuples and negative tuples more balanced same as [9].
The second database is used benchmark Mutagenesis dataset
which it is composed of the structural descriptions of 188
Regression Friendly molecules that they are to be classified as
mutagenic or not (Of the 188 instances 125 tuples are positive
and 63 are negative). The background relations consist of
descriptions about the atoms and bonds that make up the
molecules, which include 4893 atoms and 5244 bonds.
In all experiment, the datasets are analyzed by means of tenfold cross-validation. We compare our proposed method with
following method:
- FOIL [30]: is popular ILP system which aims to induce
complete and the consistent hypothesis to define a target
relation.
- TIDLE [4]: is a method that upgrades traditional decision
tree classifier to multi relational classification.
- RelAggs [32]: is a flatting approach that uses aggregation
functions to transform multiple relations to one relation.
- CrossMine [9]: is an efficient ILP rule learner algorithm that
it
uses tuple ID propagation to virtually join tables, and
randomly selects instances.
- Graph-NB [33]: is an upgrading approach that upgrade
naïve Bayesian to relational settings.
- Simple decision forest [1]: independently learn different
decision trees for different related tables, and then combine
their contributions in a new log-linear model to predict class
probabilities
- MRC [3]: is based on multi view learning and create
different views and learn base classifier on each view and
combine them by using meta-learner. It uses aggregation
function.
This design evaluates some methods with different ways which
they deal with multi relational data, upgrading approaches such
as TIDLE, Graph_NB, Propositionalization approaches such as
RelAggs, ILP based approaches such FOIL and CrossMine,
approaches which are based creating multiple feature sets such
as Simple decision forest, MRC and our proposed method.
The average classification rate of all methods in financial and
mutagenesis database are reported in table 1 and 2. In two
databases, accuracy of or proposed method is superior to other
methods.

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR FINANCIAL DB. FOR RELAGGS, THE TRADITIONAL
CLASSIFIER IS SPECIFIED AND FOR MVC AND MRE2, THE BASE
LEARNER AND META-LEARNER ARE SPECIFIED RESPECTIVELY
Algorithm
Accuracy(%)
TILDE 89
FOIL 72.8
CrossMine 85.8
Graph-NB 81
Simple decision forest 92
RelAggs(decision tree) 89
RelAggs(naïve Bayesian) 73.3
MRC(decision tree-decision tree)
87.8
MRC(decision tree-naïve Bayesian)
86.9
MRC(naïve Bayesian-naïve Bayesian)
89.8
MRE2C(decision tree-decision tree)
98.58
MRE2C(decision tree- naïve Bayesian)
99.5
MRE2C(naïve Bayesian - naïve Bayesian)
94.5
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TABLE II
RESULTS FOR MUTAGENESIS DATABASE. FOR RELAGGS, THE
TRADITIONAL CLASSIFIER IS SPECIFIED AND FOR MVC AND
MRE2, THE BASE LEARNER AND META LEARNER ARE SPECIFIED
RESPECTIVELY
Algorithm
Accuracy(%)
TILDE 85.6
FOIL 85.7
CrossMine 86.2
Graph-NB 86.2
Simple decision forest 89.1
RelAggs(decision tree)
85.1
RelAggs(naïve Bayesian)
85.1
MRC(decision tree-decision tree)
86.7
MRC(decision tree-naïve Bayesian)
88.9
MRC(naïve Bayesian-naïve Bayesian)
87.3
MRE2C(decision tree-decision tree)
91.7
MRE2C(decision tree- naïve Bayesian)
91.3
MRE2C(naïve Bayesian - naïve Bayesian)
89.89
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We can also observe from Table 1 and 2 that simple decision
forest, MRC and MRE2C achieve improved accuracy
compared with flatting RelAggs method, two ILP based
CrossMine and FOIL methods and upgrading Graph_NB and
TIDLE methods. The simple decision forest, MRC and MRE2C
methods create multiple feature sets based on relational
database schema and train base classifiers on each feature set
and combine base classifiers. In creating multiple feature sets,
they use tuple id propagation idea but after propagating MRC
uses aggregation function to squeeze related tuples to target
tuple into one row but our proposed MRE2C method and simple
decision forest are not use aggregation function due to
information loss of using aggregation function. In two
databases, simple decision forest and our proposed method are
better than MRC(in three cases of MRC) since they do not use
aggregation function so they do not lost information in creating
multiple features step.
Simple decision tree use decision tree as base classifier and loglinear model to predict class probabilities for combing base
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classifier.
We use a two-step combining method for
aggregating predications of base classifiers which our proposed
method uses local voting in result predications of learned model
of each propagated table and then combines them by using
meta-learner. Since accuracy of base classifiers are different
may different and cannot be guarantee the comparable
performances of the base classifiers, the meta learning method
is more suitable so accuracy of or proposed method is superior
to simple decision forest. Best accuracy in financial database is
obtain by our proposed method when we use decision tree as
base classifier and naïve Bayesian as meta-learner.
In order to validate the effectiveness of proposed MRE2C
compared to MVC which use aggregation function in
propagating phase, we compare this methods in six task of two
data sets. We use three levels of background knowledge that
appear in Table 2 for our experiments in mutagenesis database
same as [25]. In financial database, we use three learned task
same as [34]. The first learning task is to learn if a loan is good
or
bad
from
the
234
finished
tuples. The second learning problem is to classify if the loan is
good or bad from the 682 instances, regardless of whether the
loan is finished or not. 400 examples in the target table are
selected randomly same as previous experiment. The
authors sampled the Transaction relation, since it contains an
extremely large number of instances and discarded some
positive examples from the target relation to make the learning
problem more balanced.
Table 1 – description of Background knowledge for
mutagenesis databases [25].
Background
Bk0

BK1

BK2

Description
For each compound, it obtains atoms, bonds,
bond types, atom types, and partial charges
on atoms
Consists of definitions in BK0 plus attributes
indl
and
inda
in
the
mole
table
Attributes logp and lumo are added to the
mole table used in BK1

100
90
80

60
50
40
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Fig 6- the accuracy of MRE2C and MRC in task learning of mutagenesis
database
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The average classification rate of MRE2C and MRC methods
are reported in fig 6. We can also observe from fig 6 that
MRE2C have better performance compared with MRC, so
comparing MRE2C with MRC, do not using aggregation
functions is clearly beneficial. The only exception is that the
MRC and MRE2C algorithms achieved the same predictive
performance against the Bk1 database.
In fig 7, we compare MRC and MRE2C based on different base
classifier and meta learner on financial learning tasks. We can
see that our proposed method in three leaning tasks is superior
than MRC. In two task of three tasks (400 samples and 234
samples leaning tasks), MRE2C when uses decision tree as base
classifier and naïve Bayesian as meta learner, is superior than
others methods.

24

V. CONCLUSION

Many techniques are designed for relational data classification
to deal multi relational data. some methods are proposed that
create multiple feature datasets and select and train traditional
classifiers as base classifier and combine result of base
classifier to get the end result. In this regard we propose a
method to constructing multi relational ensemble classifier
based on two-step combining classifier. Firstly, we create
different feature sets in relations based on foreign key paths
(created tables are called propagated tables) and train traditional
classifier as base classifier on each propagated tables and target
table, then we create meta-features to learn meta classifier for
combining base classifiers. The proposed method has been
tested on two dataset and three benchmark tasks. Experiments
performed on these real-world data sets show that the proposed
method achieves promising results when compared with other
popular relational data classification algorithms.
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618 samples

400 samples

234 samples

MRE2C(decision tree-decision tree)

91.7

86.08

77.06

MRC(decision tree-decision tree)

86.7

86.01

68.4

MRE2C(decision tree-niave bayesin)

93.5

95

98.5

93

89.8

97.9

92.65

93

89.8

MRC(decision tree-niave bayesin)
MRE2C(niave bayesin-niave bayesin)
MRC(niave bayesin-niave bayesin)

MRC(decision tree-decision tree)

MRC(decision tree-niave bayesin)

MRE2C(niave bayesin-niave bayesin)
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